


FASHIONBRIDE’S TOP 100 
MOST INFLUENTIAL 
BRIDAL DESIGNERS

2015 EDITION
FashionBride invites you to analyse the most exquisite design-
ers of 2015 in a catalog that includes the best bridal creators in 
the World. I wanted to keep things easy for all future brides to 
be so I gathered in a single place the most talented designers. 

I have included designers from Australia, United States, Eu-
rope and many other fabulous places. Each designer has 2 or 
3 gowns, a general description of his style and the links to his 
2015 collection and his website. Not all images included are 
from the 2015 collection but all are breathtakingly beautiful.

The guide can be a very useful tool as it creates a direct link to

the designers website and its collection.

All designers have been included in the 
FashionBride pages before and you can see 
them all when browsing through the blog.

Use this guide to discover the best designers 
in the world and get to know them better 
faster and easier.

For more informations please check 
Fashionbride.  For better view set your Ado-
be Reader to 2 page view with cover page 
alone ( see more info)

Covers credits: Cover 1 - Michael Cinco, 
Cover 2 - Dar Sara.

http://tex.stackexchange.com/questions/21097/how-to-display-cover-page-alone-in-the-two-page-view-mode
https://www.facebook.com/fashionbride
https://plus.google.com/+kallynike/posts
http://instagram.com/the_fashionbride
http://www.pinterest.com/fashionbride/
https://twitter.com/fashionbride


GO TO WEBSITE

TIPS & TRICKS
- after each designer description you will have links to their website and their full collection; allow your browser 
to go to the links included by selecting  (more info here)

- to obtain more infos about the collection email directly to the designer team or contact us at 
thefashionbride@gmai.com

don’t forget to visit Fashionbride by clicking the link bellow.

FashionBride has been the source that brides have come to trust and reference for making the important deci-
sions about one of the most special days in their life. 

FashionBride is a one stop source of wedding catalogues for brides. Complete your wedding plan checklist with 
our help.  Note that the designers are not placed in a precise order as all of them are equal in our eyes.

For any inquiries please contact us.

https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/
http://help.adobe.com/en_US/acrobat/X/pro/using/WS396794562021d52e6349d54412b33e3cd1c-8000.html




ACQUACHIARA
Acquchiara brides are romantic and elegant. The gowns have voluminous skirts or in balloon way, with 
tiny cover shoulders and embroidered laces. They are fascinating in sinuous profiles, squeezed corsets, 

deep necklines and sophisticated airframes.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.acquachiara.it/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Acquachiara




GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

AIRE BARCELONA
Aire Barcelona thinks of you, creating gowns full of magic to ensure you’re at your most beautiful on your 

great day. Unique style and elegance of exceptional quality, spectacular gowns, and the most flattering 
trains and embroideries for your wedding Perfect for your special day.

http://airebarcelona.es/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Aire+Barcelona




Adorned with beautiful floral appliqués, this Elie Saab creation is a splendid choice for those who adore the 
popular wedding dresses for 2015 trend of using floral appliqué embellishments.

GO TO WEBSITE        GO TO COLLECTION

ELIE SAAB

http://www.eliesaab.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=elie+saab




RONALD JOYCE
Italian-born designer, Veni Infantino has developed a unique signature style creating beautiful dresses, 
using modern materials and soft shapes.  Veni’s signature style is elegant, stylish, feminine and timeless.  

The Ronald Joyce and Victoria Jane collections are designed to embrace a wide selection of tastes includ-
ing dramatic detail, structured tailoring and exquisite embellishments.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.ronaldjoyce.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Ronald+Joyce




MONIQUE LHUILLIER
From city hall ceremonies to fairy-tale weddings, Monique Lhuillier set out to cater to every type of bride 

with her spring collection. There were a number of chic, short cocktail ensembles.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

https://www.moniquelhuillier.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=monique+lhuillier




MORILEE
MoriLee has been designing, manufacturing and distributing America’s most popular wedding gowns for 

over 60 years. We pride ourselves in providing the Brides of the world with the dress of their dreams.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.morilee.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=mori+lee




VICTOR HARPER
Widely recognized in the American fashion industry as a veritable master, the designer of Victor Harper 
possesses nearly 3 decades of creating evening and bridal collections for some of the most revered design 

houses in the country.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.victorharpercouture.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Victor+Harper+Couture




VILLAIS
Creativity, love expectation, success in quality, dream dress, without limitations, this is Villais Bridal Fash-

ion. From a dressmaker’s workshop marking bridal clothes in the 70s to a bridal design firm in constant 
expansion, with a decided international dimension.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.villais.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Villais




WATTERS BRIDAL
Creating beautiful bridesmaids and bridal gowns from sumptuous fabrics has always been the hallmark of 

the world renown Watters label.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://watters.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=watters




WHITE LADY
White Lady is one of the most appreciated dress designers. Style, elegance and the quality of the materials 
used promote this Romanian label. With a gown like this you most certainly won’t fell like a bride but like 

a fairytale princess. Click here for more.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://whitelady.ro/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=white+lady




YAKI RAVID
Yaki Ravid‘s collection has plenty of romance and high fashion and is by all means totally swoon worthy. 
The collection abounds in great fabric detailing and silhouettes that are beyond chic. I’[m sure you will 

agree with me when I say this is one breath taking collection.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.yakiravid.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Yaki+Ravid




YOLAN CRIS
Romantic Tale is a line of couture and romantic wedding dresses, with all the bridal trends for 2014. Del-
icate games of finest French lace, Chantilly, silk tulle and guipur embroidery. With all the creativity, class 

distinction and mastery of the hands that create these wedding dresses

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.yolancris.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=yolancris




YUMI KATSURA
As a pioneer of bridal fashion, Yumi Katsura is always at the forefront of this industry. She continues to 

realize dreams of the wedding through worldwide bridal events,so that she has become known “Mission-
ary of Bridal”.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.yumikatsuracouture.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Yumi+Katsura




ZAHAVIT TSUBA
My line is indeed a fusion of materials, inspired by ideas derived from my life style and experience, linked 

into the word of style & fashion. There are flexibility and motion together with the expression of 
individuality.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.zahavittshuba.co.il/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=zahavit+tshuba




ZOOG STUDIO
Israeli designer Sigal Sonego’s dresses for Zoog Studio are delicate yet attention-grabbing, dramatic yet 
demure, and sexy …boy are they sexy. From the long sleeve sheaths to the plunging necklines, there’s a 

dress for every bride in this collection. We don’t know whether it’s the femininity of the line or the bold-
ness of the cuts, whatever it is- we’re completely smitten.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.zoogstudio.co.il/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Zoog+Studio




NATALIA VASILIEV
An expert when it comes to making women feel like real princesses through spectacular designs, the 

couturier brings once again a series of amazing options which will definitely meet a future bride’s most 
important requirement: a truly special gown that instantly impresses. A simple glance through the new 
Natalia Vasiliev collection proves that the talented designer is still faithful to the idea of traditional ele-

gance, even though modern vibes are not rejected.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.nataliavasiliev.ro/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Natalia+Vasiliev




NICOLE SPOSE
This modern, fashion-forward collection of Italian wedding dresses features intricate beading and de-
tailed craftsmanship to create truly unique and modern wedding dresses that don’t sacrifice tradition. 

With gowns like this Nicole Italy is one designer you should consider when buying the dress.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.nicolespose.it/en/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Nicole+Spose




ZIAD NAKAD
Ziad Nakad is a Lebanese designer, with excellent fashion designing skills. Love this collection, packed 

with gorgeous flowy dresses made from chiffon, silk, satin and handmade flowers and Swarovski crystal.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.ziadnakad.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Ziad+Nakad




NURIT HEN
Nurit Hen wedding dress and evening wear collections are out and her dresses are just DROP DEAD 

GORGEOUS!! Israel has been known for being fashion forward and Nurit Hen has shown it once again! 
Her boutique is located in Rishon Letzion which is in central Israel.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://nurit-hen.co.il/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Nurit+Hen




OLIA ZAVOZINA
Olia Zavozina‘s eco-friendly bridal collection uses only 100 percent natural fibers and fabrics. Creating 
a custom designed gown is a unique experience for the bride’s big day. All of Olia’s dresses are made to 

order, allowing the bride to choose her favorite neckline, train length, color and fabric, making it a one-
of-a-kind garment.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://oliazavozina.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Olia+Zavozina




ORO NOVIAS
Oro Novias design direction is soft and romantic using dramatic layering and gathering of luxurious silk 
fabrics like duchesse satin, georgette and organza. To flatter the femail form skirt styles range from sexy 
fishtail through full, fluid A-line to glamorous ballgown. Design details, including bows, tails and dia-

mante, provide the perfect finishing touch.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.oronovias.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Oro+Novias




OSCAR DE LA RENTA
Oscar de la Renta is one of the world’s pre-eminent fashion designers. Expanding the collection to include 

bridal in 2006, Oscar de la Renta wedding dresses are created for “a woman who has a very strong sense 
of her femininity.” His wedding gowns can be dramatic, whimsical or glamorous, but are always fashion 

forward and sophisticated.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.oscardelarenta.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Oscar+de+la+Renta




ALESSANDRA RINAUDO
Alessandra Rinaudo has been created for a modern, demanding and sophisticated bride and it fully meets 
all these requirements. Flowing dresses designed according to the rules of Italian haute couture, decorated 

with precious embroidery, pure silks, and Swarovski crystals to add a unique twist to your bridal look.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.alessandrarinaudo.it/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Alessandra%20Rinaudo




ALON LIVNE
Since the age of 17, Alon Livné has worked in premiere luxury European houses to become Isreal’s most 

prestigious young fashion designer. Having trained at Alexander McQueen in London, Alon was appoint-
ed at the age of twenty-two to the Eveningwear and Couture department of luxury Italian fashion house 

Roberto Cavalli.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.alonlivne.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Alon+Livne




ALMA NOVIA
Created by the Rosa Clara group exclusively for specialized stores, Alma Novia, with its trendy and inno-
vative range, offers gowns in simple and classic lines or full skirted gowns combined with formfitting and 

succinct bodices.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.almanovia.com/2015/en
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Alma+Novia




ALVINA VALENTA
Alvina Valenta gowns are made of the finest silks, satin shantung, and satin organza to name a few. One 

of the collection’s most successful silhouettes has been their full circular tulle skirt.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.jlmcouture.com/alvina-valenta
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=alvina+valenta




AMANDA WAKELEY
The feel of the new collection is glamour inspired by architectural lines, carried through from print to 
construction, contrasted with soft feminine detailing and cut. Her recently introduced shoe collection, 
made in Italy, has been a sexy success. Her wholesale bridal collection Amanda Wakeley Bridal is now 

available through 10 hand-picked stockists world-wide.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.amandawakeley.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Amanda%20Wak




ANGEL RIVERA
As fate would have it, Angel designed a bridal gown for a friend, and soon after word spread and more 
requests were coming in. Friends, family and coworkers encouraged him to begin his collection. What 

began as a dream has turned into an exquisite collection of gowns that exude beauty, elegance, sophistica-
tion, glamour and a modern flair.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://angelriveracouture.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Angel%20Rivera




ANNA CAMPBELL
Anna Campbell has created a name for herself through beautifully crafted designs, encapsulating an 

elegant, vintage feel. Collections are designed and made in limited numbers within Australia and stocked 
only in select boutiques.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.annacampbell.com.au/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Anna+Campbell




ASAF DADUSH
Below you will be able to see the Gorgeous Wedding Gowns by the Israeli fashion designer Asaf Dadush. 
They are part from his wonderful bridal collection for 2014.  According to Asaf, the wedding dress should 
not only suit the body, but it should also express the bride’s character and soul. It should also provide the 

maximum comfort for the whole wedding ceremony.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.asafdadush.mitchatnim.co.il/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Asaf+Dadush




BELLANTUONO
The Bellantuono bride abandons her feminist ideas and rediscovers her own femininity. In the wake of 
this, the collection is the blend between East and West: the obi sash belts, the atmospheres on shades of 
blue, mixed with cream and the imperial blue, the embroidery, the peony, the fans and any other orna-

ments all lead to the floral prints of the ancient kimonos and to Japanese art in general.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.bellantuono.it/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Bellantuono




BERTA BRIDAL
Berta studied fashion design in Shenkar college and been since designing wedding and evening dresses 

for 16 years. She is one of the most experienced and well known designers in Israel. Her designs had been 
soled to women in Israel and abroad for many years. Her designs are young and fresh, but at the same 

time keeps the elegance and pedantry Berta is so recognized for.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.bertabridal.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Berta+Bridal




BO AND LUCA
Bo & Luca is a luxury bridal wear and accessories company founded in 2012, through a creative process 

without rules this brand was born for the daring romantic. With global brand appeal and an endless 
enthusiasm for chic quintessential style.  A refreshingly free-spirited approach to bridal wear. The Bo & 

Luca woman loves truly unique, boutique style luxury.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

https://www.boandluca.com
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Bo+and+Luca




CARLO PIGNATELLI
Carlo Pignatelli is a master in creating meticulous and exquisite dresses for brides. These superb gowns 
here are definitely for women who know exactly how they want to look and feel on their wedding day: 

attractive, unique, feminine, ultra elegant, fashionable, chic, sexy, eye-catchy, refined, impeccable, remark-
able, comfortable, light-weight, high class and one of a kind.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.carlopignatelli.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Carlo%20Pignatelli




CASABLANCA
Casablanca Bridal is committed to designing and manufacturing bridal gowns that reflect superb quality, 

original design, and attention to detail.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://casablancabridal.com
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=casablanca




LIOR CHARCHY
Lior is an Israeli outstanding designer. Believe that a lot of people like him wedding dress design. Because 

his design has a very soft feeling.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.charchy.co.il
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Charchy




COLOUR NUDE
Carmen Osuna is the Creative Director and founder of Colour Nude. Self-taught an creative since she 
was very young, designing is her passion and a way of expression. Before founding Colour Nude when 
she was 25 years old, she had been finalist at SIMOF (Salón Internacional de Moda Flamenca) “Young 

Designers Contest”, winner of “Andalucía Young Designers Contest”, finalist in “Young Spanish Designers 
Contest” and finalist in “European Bridal Dress Contest”.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.colournude.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Colour+Nude




COSMOBELLA
Cosmobella bridal gowns are from a subsidiary of Demetrios. With style and glamour they will make you 

look and feel amazing. This bridal house has a range of coloured, floral designs or simplistic dresses to 
suit your venue.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.cosmobella.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Cosmobella




CHRISTOS COSTARELLOS
The fashion house of Christos Costarellos was launched in the Greek market in 1998. His first atelier in 
the center of Athens, worked with an exclusive clientele who deeply appreciated the designer’s charisma 
in elegant finishing details and special couture techniques. Soon enough, the Christos Costarellos collec-
tions were interpreted as feminine elegance, created with dedicated craftsmanship and infused with an air 

of ethereal dreams.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.costarellos.gr/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Costarellos




DANY MIZRACHI
Dany Mizrachi is a famous Israeli fashion designer, who started his career with ironing in his family Fash-

ion’s Business and turned out to be one of the most talented fashion designer in Israel, as well as in the 
world. His designs are highly praised and also have been part from several fashion shows.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://danymizrachi.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Dany+Mizrachi




DAVID TUTERA
Leading wedding and entertaining expert, David Tutera is hailed as an artistic visionary whose ability, 

uniquely creative talents and outstanding reputation have made him a tremendous success in the lifestyle 
arena. Tutera has created a name for himself by taking his passion for designing spectacular events and 

transforming it into a lifestyle.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://davidtuteraformoncheri.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=David%20Tutera




DEMETRIOS 
As designer and owner, Demetrios is a fashion icon in the bridal gown industry. His gowns offer women 

the widest and most versatile styles, and are on the cutting edge of the fashion world.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.demetriosbride.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=demetrios




ASSIA HAUTE COUTURE
The Assia Spose bridal collection encapsulates a look that is glamorous and decadent, incorporating luxu-

rious and sensual fabrics with exceptional craftsmanship and individuality.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.assiaspose.it/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/2014/12/01/assia-spose-spring-2015-spring-bridal-collection-2/




ELIHAV SASSON
Elihav Sasson wedding dresses are meant to offer the modern independent bride a bolder alternative to 
the classic standard and predictable wedding gown. Check out these exquisite pieces, perfect for your 

wedding, either as a bride or a bridesmaid choice.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://elihav-sasson.com//
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Elihav%20Sasson




ELISABETTA POLIGNANO
In her new collection Elisabetta Polignano brings new ideas and methods that have been researched and 

experimented to meet the taste of fine romanticism, which is underlined by the names of the models 
reminding lady writers, poetesses, heroines of romances.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://elisabettapolignano.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Elisabetta%20Polignano




ENZOANI
The Enzoani bridal brand emerged in 2006, and quickly rose to compete with the top in the industry by 

merging traditional and modern European styles into exquisitely hand crafted gowns.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://enzoani.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=enzoani




ABED MAHFOUZ
Abed Mahfouz was brought up in a family working as tailors, so, it was normal to help them in sewing 

and to love the fashion industry. His gowns are of special taste of cal elegance yet with eye-catching 
details.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.abedmahfouz.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Abed%20Mahfouz




JORGE MANUEL
Jorge Manuel has long been exposed to the rich, multi-culturally layered soul of his city, and it has found 
its way into his collection. His creations juxtapose Caribbean flair with Asian minimalism, and cubist de-
signs with Art Deco flourishes, making for a unique signature touch that is his alone. Jorge Manuel’s first 

wedding gown was designed and produced at the age of 17, and he continued designing for private clients 
and boutiques.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.jorgemanuelweddings.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Jorge%20Manuel




MISS KELLY
In the same range, the Miss Kelly collection play on tradition and classicism with timeless dresses. These 

A-line dresses are perfect for brides who are looking for a style that will never go out of fashion.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.thesposagroup.com/en/miss-kelly.php
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/2014/12/01/kelly-2015-spring-bridal-collection/




KAREN HOLMES
Karen Willis Holmes couture bridal wear has met with great success following the opening of her Sydney 
atelier in 2000. Karen’s wedding dresses reflect her lifelong love of vintage fashion influenced by the 18th 

century.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.karenwillisholmes.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=karen+holmes




LE SPOSE DI GIO
Le Spose di Gio was established in 1975 and is run by Giovanna and Marisa De Capitani. The company 
has ateliers in Bologna, Bergamo, Monza and Varese and, in 2004, also launched their range in the UK.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.le-spose-di-gio.it/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=le+spose+di+gio




ATELIER AIMEE
Dream gown in shaded silk taffeta with bouquets of roses and peonies. Precious pearl and delicate flower 
embroideries on draped tulle gowns. Elegant A-lines in organza with bouquets of roses between the frills.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.aimeeusa.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=atelier+aimee




EME DI EME
Emé means the stylistical synthesis for our so called second line; all our creative and sartorial know-how 

for a young line that is inspired by the Atelier Aimée whose continuation it means.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.emedieme.it/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=eme+di+eme




EREZ OVADIA
Erez Ovadia – The line of the evening and wedding gowns is based on sophisticated Italian and French 
fabrics and integrates motives of simplicity, elegance and minimalism to the very last details, with sur-
prising forms and unique hand made jewelry. All of that in order to create a clean, fresh and glamorous 

look which offers a new concept to the traditional bride look.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.erezovadia.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Erez+Ovadia




ERRICO MARIA
Each Errico Maria couture gown begins with an inspiration…which is hand sketched to capture its cre-
ative vision. The idea is then brought to life through expert pattern making, precise draping and fitting 

that creates a unique silhouette.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.erricomaria.it/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Errico+Maria




ERSA ATELIER
Femininity is one trend that will never go out of style. Versace always manages to transform a glamorous 
look into something more feminine through elegant, graceful cuts and soft fabrics. Inspired by fairytale 

princesses, the dresses in the Atelier Versace collection.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.ersaatelier.ro/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Ersa




FLORA BRIDE
Each gown in the collection tells a story. Rinat Asher, the designer, gets her inspiration for her creations 
from the European styles of the “roaring 1920’s”. Great importance is placed on the choice of materials, 

which allow for maximum comfort and compliment the body shape of the bride.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://flora-bride.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Flora+Bride




GALIA LAHAV
This season Galia Lahav‘s bride explores the French Riviera, sails her yacht and rides her Harley Davidson 

from the heels of Monte-Carlo, to the hot white graveled beaches in Cannes. From the film festival, the 
Casino and the royal palace in Monaco, this is where royalties, actors, super-models, and celebrities meet,  

and this Collection is inspired by two princesses, on and off screen: Brigitte Bardot and Grace Kelly.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.galialahav.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=galit




GALIT LEVI
Galit Levi ‘s flourishing international career began after she decided to design her own extraordinary 

handcrafted wedding dress, made of pink lace and gold threading. Within two months of her wedding, 
Levi received dozens of orders for bridal gowns. She subsequently rose herself to the top of the worldwide 

fashion industry with her exclusive innovative designs and her expertly constructed corsets.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.galitlevi.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Galia%20Lahav




GALVAN SPOSA
The “GALVAN Sposa” represents the experience and know-how gained by the company in over twen-

ty-years or work in this field. The GALVAN Sposa brand invites you to join the hundred of satisfied 
clients over the years.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.galvan-sposa.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Galvan%20Sposa




GEORGE WU
Well known for his impeccable attention to detail and elegant designs, George Wu has caught the eye of 

international stars such as Angelina Jolie, the Veronicas, Cat Deeley and Kristy Hinze as well as Kate Mill-
er-Heidke who not only walked the red carpet at the ARIAs, but also performed on stage in George Wu.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.georgewu.com.au/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=George+Wu




GEORGES HOBEIKA
Georges Hobeika includes a couture line, couture and prêt-a-porter bridal wear and a burgeoning luxury 

evening and cocktail wear collection. Soon, the Georges Hobeika brand will expand to include its own 
label of casual ready-to-wear designs and accessories for young women with modern, dynamic lifestyles.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.georgeshobeika.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=George%20Shobeika




GIUSEPPE PAPINI
Giuseppe Papini has had, for ten years now, a leading role in Italy in the Wedding Dress manufacturing 
sector. Created in Bergamo in 2003, the brand effectively combines elegance and quality with the typical 
craftsmanship of Italian fashion, enhancing the feminine personality through a constant innovation and 

always researching the best stylistic evolution.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.giuseppepapini.com
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Giuseppe%20Papini




TONY WARD
Tony Ward’s collections are a tribute to women and their femininity, with the taste and distinctive charm 

of a timeless style. His finest fabrics, enriched with seductive transparencies and precious original em-
broideries, are sumptuously worked following to the rules of the purest workmanship.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.tonyward.net/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Tony+Ward




HADAS COHEN 
Hadas Cohen is a famous Israeli wedding gown designer. The gowns are known for their perfect shape, 

quality fabrics, attention to detail, and luxurious gemstones. Cohen continues to meet the demand for the 
classical, yet trendy style, and she presents a new collection every year. For Cohen, all her wedding dress 

designs start with a pencil line on paper.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://hadascohen.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/2014/12/26/hadas-cohen-2015-spring-bridal-collection




HALFPENNY LONDON
Kate Halfpenny, celebrity fashion stylist has an enviable collection of stunning gowns to suit any brides 

dream wedding or for the ultimate party.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.halfpennylondon.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=halfpenny




HAMDA AL FAHIM
UAE-based designer Hamda’s journey into the world of fashion wear is a journey of following one’s in-

stinct, in answering one’s true calling in life. To deliver joy and confidence, to add more spark and fulfill-
ment to people’s life through her fashion and art, is the young designer’s goal. And this is just the begin-

ning towards realizing that vision.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.hamdaalfahim.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Hamda+Al+Fahim




INBAL DROR
Inbal Dror is an haute couture and wedding dress designer who’s studio is located in Ashdod, Israel. She 
puts together spectacular wedding and evening gowns, and takes orders for custom made ensembles that 
can be designed specifically to the needs of the person buying the dress. Her 2012 wedding couture col-

lection has a Roman inspiration with gowns made of lavish tulle, lace, and fish tail hems.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.inbaldror.co.il/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Inbal+Dror




 IRIT SHETEIN 
Incredibly stunning and glamorous dresses for any future bride. Designer Irit Shetein has made wedding 
dresses for which you never dreamed. There is a modest wedding gown and also luxurious dress depends 

on your style. 

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.irits.co.il/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Irits




JASMINE BRIDAL
Since their inception in 1985, innovation and design has been at the heart of Jasmine’s success. Their team 

of designers spans the world in their experience and brings their skills exclusively to you through Jas-
mine. Their designs are then painstakingly assembled in their own manufacturing plants.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.jasminebridal.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Jasmin




JULIE VINO
Since childhood I’ve been creative and artsy. While growing up and discovering fashion, I realized fash-

ion would be the field where I could bring forth my passion for beauty, my creative talent and my unique 
stylistic vision. I’ve studied fashion design in a leading academic institute followed by an internship in 
leading evening and bridal fashion houses in Canada and Israel. Five years ago I established my own 

brand of bridal and evening wear in Jaffa-Tel-Aviv. – Julie Vino

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.julievino.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Julie+Vino




KITTY CHEN COUTURE
Kitty Chen designs her own unique dresses for weddings, fashion outing and fun. She combines her East-

ern origins with Western demands, incorporating progressive designs with top quality materials, drop 
waistlines, together, with the sculpted bodices, glamorous necklines,drop waistines, floating skirt with the 

fantastic look every woman dreams dress on her wedding day.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.kittychencouture.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Kitty+Chen+Couture




KRIKOR JABOTIAN
A fresh graduate of l’Ecole Superieure des Arts et techniques de la Mode in Beirut, Krikor Jabotian began 

working at Elie Saab’s creative department, an all-encompassing and enriching introduction to the 
industry.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.krikorjabotian.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=krikor




LAZARO
In traditional Lazaro style, his latest collection channels old-fashion glamour with vintage-inspired bead-

ing, romantic cap sleeves, scalloped sweetheart necklines, lovely tiered pleated tulle trains and lace 
appliqués.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.jlmcouture.com/Lazaro
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=lazaro




LIANA HAUTE COUTURE
“Liana Bridal Salon hosts all styles of wedding dresses available in the world!  Liana Bridal Salon take care 

of you, professionally with dedication and love. Here, in accessible, central location, you’ll find a bridal 
salon where all you do this day truly memorable experience: high-quality wedding dresses personal de-

sign, hair and makeup professionals.”

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.liana.co.il/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Liana




LIHI HOD
Lihi Hod’s extra-romantic sheaths have already earned her a spot in the A-list of Israeli bridal gown de-

signers. Only 31 years old, the Shenkar graduate already has an internship at couture designer John Galli-
ano’s Paris studio under her belt. Here is a taste from her new collection, which continues her trademark 

romantic gowns and is now available at her Tel Aviv studio.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.lihihod.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Lihi+Hod




MADELINE GARDNER
Madeline Gardener, an internationally recognized bridal designer from New York City, would warmly 

like to welcome you to experience her latest collection, which is visually elegant with traditional style. The 
collection highlights impeccable gown construction and is tailored with delicate atelier patterns. The rich 

ornamentations and feminine shapes bring forth style with sensuality.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.maggiesottero.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=maggie+sottero




MARIA KARIN
Maria Karin has created an international reputation of leading-edge bridal wear design, recreating in each 
dress the concept of elegance, glamour, grace, feminity and intuitive beauty. Maria Karin has revolution-

ized the concept of fashion in the European market with a young and elegant style.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://mkarin.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Maria+Karin




GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

Cinco’s dreamy, elegant pieces characterized by masterful techniques were quickly embraced by Dubai’s 
fashionable women, helping him establish a name in the Arab fashion arena. He then decided to hone his 

craft even more by taking special fashion courses in Central Saint Martin’s School of Art and Design in 
London in 2002.

MICHAEL CINCO

http://www.michaelcinco.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Michael+Cinco




MARIANA HARDWICK
A Mariana Hardwick gown is timeless. Inspired by the grand couturiers of the past, Mariana Hardwick’s 
designs have a distinct contemporary orientation. The collection ranges from very simple gowns to the 

elaborate with unexpected colour combinations and bold lines.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://marianahardwick.com.au/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Mariana+Hardwick




At the center of The Pronovias Group’s success is client satisfaction. Down to the last detail—including 
the location and architectural design of its stores—Pronovias strives for the perfect shopping experience.

PRONOVIAS

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.pronovias.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=pronovias




ROBERTO MOTTI
Roberto Motti is a famous Italian designer of wedding gowns since 1995 year. He worked at the most fa-
mous fashion companies in bridal industry and in 2013 year he decided to start his own brand and work 
separately. From this time, he begins to create great wedding gowns, which like most of women in Italy 

and abroad.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://robertomotti.it/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Roberto+Motti




RONEN FARACHE
Israeli-born Ronen Farache studied at Shenkar College and later won the Next Best Designer of Israel 

competition in 2006. Farache also spent time working and living in Paris, and upon his return to Israel he 
shifted his focus into evening and bridal gowns and eventually opened a shop in Tel Aviv.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://ronenfarache.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Ronen+Farache




RUE DE SEINE
Rue De Seine is a unique Bridal brand based in New Zealand, with a boutique in Auckland but an ever 

increasing number of stockists now around the world. Inspired by, and named after, the fashionable Pari-
sian Quartier of St. Germain des Pres, Rue De Seine brings bohemian chic and vintage inspired wedding 

dresses to the modern bride.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://ruedeseine.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Rue+de+Seine




SAN PATRICK
Allow yourself to be swept down the aisle by the magnificent, majestic lines of these bridal gowns. Some 
are sheer, romantic and flowing in tulle and rebrodé lace, while others, glittering and emphatic, are fash-
ioned from Torino taffeta. All, however, are accompanied by light veils, exquisite headdresses and sump-

tuous gemstone embroidery. For tomorrow’s brides who know that more is less.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.sanpatrick.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=San+Patrick




SOPHIA TOLLI
Sophia developed a strong foundation in made-to-measure design by crafting custom prom, bridesmaid’s 

dresses and bridal gowns in her teens. During college, Sophia challenged traditional sewing techniques 
and explored alternative methods of dressmaking.  Sophia adds, “My collection has two distinct feelings: 
soft romanticism and traditional bridal drama. My signature style will always be gowns with an excep-

tional fit and cut.”

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://sophiatolli.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Sophia+Tolli




SUZANNE NEVILLE
Classic, beautiful, elegant and sophisticated are all words that come to mind when describing the designs 

of one of Europe’s foremost couture designers. The multi award winning Suzanne Neville continues to 
be at the forefront of UK’s bridal design. Suzanne’s collection has something for everyone, whether it is a 
slim bias cut dress, through to a more classic structured A line dress.  She prides herself on being wholly 

British with all designing and hand made production being undertaken in the UK.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.suzanneneville.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Suzanne+Neville




TAL KAHLON
Tal Kahlon Bridal Collection is all about showcasing the bride’s silhouettes with beautiful delicate lace, 

sequins and amazing beadings on luxurious fabric.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.talkahlon.mitchatnim.co.il/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Tal+Kahlon




GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

ZUHAIR MURAD
Designer Zuhair Murad grew up in Baalbek, Lebanon. Since his childhood, he always dreamt of evading 
to a world of fantasy. At the age of 14, Zuhair wins a TV contest with three outfits defining his personal 

and particular style.

http://www.zuhairmurad.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=zuhair+murad




OVED COHEN
Israeli designer Oved Cohen brings us perfection with its 2014 collection. The designer took the familiar 

sensual silhouettes we have grown to love from our Israeli favorites and delivered siren perfection.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.oved-cohen.co.il/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Oved+Cohen




PALOMA BLANCA
Paloma Blanca has been servicing the Bridal Industry since 1937 from its own manufacturing facilities 
in Toronto, Canada, offering expert fit, high quality fabrications, attention to detail and styling, and “on 

time” service.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://palomablanca.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=paloma+blanca




PAOLO SEBASTIAN
A firm favourite on both the runway and red carpet, Paolo Sebastian specialises in custom-made couture 
tailored to accentuate the beauty of the individual. Classic designs reminiscent of old Hollywood glamour 

exude timeless elegance, paired with a contemporary edge. Often featuring impeccably tailored boning 
and the tiniest of hand sewn floral appliques, Paolo Sebastian creations encapsulate both the boldness of 

high fashion and the delicate innocence of beauty.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://paolosebastian.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Paolo+Sebastian




ROSA CLARA
Lace embroidery with floral motifs, touches of prec ious stones and sensational backlines are the key ele-
ments of the new bridal co llection from Rosa Clará for 2015, a collection inspired by women’s sensuality 

a nd defined by four key lines: The first line is made up of long flowing dresses w ith romantic embroi-
dered details on sheer tulles and subtle touches of precious ston es. Narrow skirts combine with wonder-

ful bodices, revealing spectacular backlines which add simplicity and elegance.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.rosaclara.es/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=rosa+clara




ALESSANDRO ANGELOZZI
Deeply rooted in tradition but reaching out towards the challenges of modernity, Alessandro Angelozzi, 
a young fashion designer who launched the “Alessandro Couture” brand in 2000, works, plays, and has 

fun with bridal haute couture, reinventing it season after season. The strength of this line stems from the 
designer’s understanding of what women really like.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.alessandrocouture.it/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Alessandro%20Angelozzi




AKAY
Akay  is one of the most reliable representative of the concept “bride” that reflects a separate importance 

and value in our culture, as it is the case in different cultures, as it is a family-run business.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://akay.com.tr/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=akay




FRANC SARABIA
Franc Sarabia is one of the top names in the bridal wear sector. The label is operated by bridal and party 
wear manufacturer Casablanca Difusiones S.L., in partnership with F.E.F. de Inversiones S.L, which has 

been running a bridal wear chain for the last 50 years.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.francsarabia.com/en/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=franc+sarabia




PATRICIA AVENDANO

GLAMOUR is the term that Patricia Avendaño feels best describes this new collection, which is made up 
of creations in which the design and the fabrics are combined to obtain the best results. There is a com-

mon denominator in all her dresses, a particular essence that differentiates and highlights them, but with-
in this philosophy, in which the quality of the dressmaking and the care taken in the selection of fabrics is 

vital, there is a feeling of plurality that makes them appeal to a different public.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://patriciaavendano.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Patricia+Avendano




PETER LANGNER
A sophisticated and elegant collection created for the woman who wants to be fashionable without being 

excessive and who wants to feel comfortable even more on the most special day of her life.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://peterlangner.it/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Peter+Langner




PNINA TORNAI
Pnina Tornai, Israel’s leading bridal designer collection adds her own modern touch to create the perfect 
fit. Pnina’s gown are hand made of the finest fabrics and hand sewn in accordance with the principle of 
Haute Couture. Her collection varies from classic with clean lines and details to sophisticated hand em-

broidered ball gowns. Genuine Swarovski crystals and precious stones adom her bridal creations.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.pninatornai.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Pnina+Tornai




RIKI DALAL
You can find the dresses of the designer Riki Dalal in the recent years in exclusive boutiques around the 
world. Riki Dalal’s dresses characterized by luxury, clean and light lines. High finishing levels and rich 

and prestigious lace, which produced especially for her.  Riki Dalal’s customers are characterizes as ones 
who are looking for the best quality with unique designs and lines that are unique to the designer Riki 

Dalal and characterized with lightness and sexy playfulness as well as conservatism.

GO TO WEBSITE                           GO TO COLLECTION

http://www.rikidalal.com/
https://fashionbride.wordpress.com/?s=Riki+Dalal


BONUS
DAR SARA 

VISIT WEBSITE

http://darsara.com/

